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Current Radar, Satellite, and Lightning

Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

High pressure will continue to build eastwards across the Gulf of Mexico bringing quiet conditions across the entire Gulf today 
and tomorrow. Precipitation chances will remain low during this time period. Winds across the region won’t change much 
today or tomorrow with fresh to strong southeasterly winds forecast across the western Gulf and moderate to fresh east to 
southeasterly winds forecast across the central and eastern Gulf of Mexico. Seas today and tomorrow won’t change much as 
well persisting at slight to moderate levels. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

As we get into Friday night a cold front is forecast to track across the region. This will increase shower and thunderstorm 
chances just out ahead and along the frontal boundary as it sweeps southeastwards across the Gulf of Mexico. In addition to 
this, the southeasterly winds across the Gulf will shift to a northwesterly direction behind the front at fresh to strong speeds
with seas building to moderate to possibly rough levels behind the front as well. The frontal boundary is forecast to make its 
way across the entire Gulf by Sunday morning with another ridge of high pressure building in behind this departing front. This 
will help to ease the conditions across the Gulf of Mexico from west to east with seas lowering down to slight to moderate 
levels again and winds easing to gentle to moderate speeds and shifting to a north to northeasterly direction. Conditions will 
remain benign through Tuesday morning before the next frontal boundary enters the Gulf.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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Day 1 Surface Chart

Day 5 Surface Chart Day 6 Surface Chart
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